Learning
Vocabulary

S.Sime ERCAN

Hello!
With this book you will learn a lot of
vocabularies in a funny way.
Enjoy the book!

Applications in The Book
-Hot Potato
-Camtasia
-Powtoon
-Tackk
-Bubll.us
-Google Forms
-Toondoo
-Makebeliefscomix
-Edmodo
-Worditout
-Voki
-Zimmer Twins
-Storybird
-Spiderscribe

You can create your own materials using these applications!
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When you accomplish the missions, you'll get stars.
(It's written under the paper which mission bring
how many stars.)

Mission
1

Read the texts and click the pen symbol. You will
visit a page that you can see more about the texts.

CHRISTMAS
Christmas Day is a holiday in many, but not all, countries. Many
homes have Christmas trees and other decorations in the weeks
leading to Christmas Day. Some workplaces hold Christmas
parties prior to December 25. Festive activities include
exchanging presents, singing Christmas songs, going to parties.
It's a special time when children get presents from family,
friends and Santa Claus, or Father Christmas. Christmas cards
are also given or sent out prior to Christmas Day.

HALLOWEEN
Halloween is a holiday celebrated on the night of October 31. The
word Halloween is a shortening of All Hallows’ Evening also known
as Hallowe’en or All Hallows’ Eve.
Traditional activities include trick-or-treating, bonfires, costume
parties, visiting “haunted houses” and carving jack-o-lanterns. Irish
and Scottish immigrants carried versions of the tradition to North
America in the nineteenth century. Other western countries
embraced the holiday in the late twentieth century including Ireland,
the United States, Canada, Puerto Rico and the United Kingdom as
well as of Australia and New Zealand.

You accomplished the first mission! Now you have three stars!
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Mission
2

Click the YouTube symbol and watch the video.
Then fill in the blanks below.

TOM AND JERRY
Jerry- Hey! What are you doing?
Cat 1 - Here you go!
Cat 2 - Oh my god! Is he ......?
Cat 1 - Let's make a ......?
Tom - Okay.
Cat 3 - Take this instead .... my hands.
Tom - I'm so ..... now!
Jerry - Me too. Let's go!
Tom - Do you think that it'll ......?
Jerry - ....... me. Everything will be okay.
Tom - I'm ready.
Jerry - Hmm. Let's .... where they are.
Cats - So ....!
Jerry - Are you ready?
Tom - Yes!
Jerry - Look what I do!
Cats - What is this?
Tom - Here you go!
Cats - .......... out!
Tom - It'n not ...... yet!
Cat 1 - Let's hide behind that .....!
Tom - I ..... this for you!
Cats - What's that sound? Now it's your ....!
Jerry - What?
Tom - The ............. end!
Cat 2 - Let's ....... Jerry first! Wait! Be.......!
Tom - I'll ........ you first.
Cat 3 - Run for your .......!
Tom - You ......... this.
Cats - What are you doing?
Jerry - Come here!

You accomplished the second mission! 3 stars!
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Mission
3

Click the YouTube symbol and watch the video.
Then read the texts about them. Finally you have
vocabulary quiz.

The Colosseum
The Colosseum or Coliseum is today the
most recognisable of Rome's Classical
buildings. It was built 2000 thousand years
ago, but it is still standing. The Rome
emperor Vespasian decided the city needs
an amphitheatre so it was built in 29BC
after that decision.

Leaning Tower of Pisa
Tower of Pisa is more accurately referred to
simply as the bell tower, or campanile.
The Pisa tower is one of the four buildings that
make up the cathedral complex in Pisa, Italy, called
Campo dei Miracoli or Piazza dei Miracoli, which
means Field of Miracles.
The first building constructed at Campo dei
Miracoli, Pisa, was the cathedral, or Duomo di Pisa,
which rests on a white marble pavement and is an
impressive example of Romanesque architecture. It
stands at 60 metres and until 1990 was leaning at
about a 10 degree angle. Although it was designed to
be perfectly vertical, it started to lean during
construction.
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Red Square
Red Square is the largest and most
famous square in Russia. It has a
magnetic pull for all visitors to
Moscow. Red Square has always been
the main square of the city, and its
history dates back to the 1490s when a
new red brick Kremlin was built in
Moscow. The east side of the
fortification was vulnerable since it
was not protected by the rivers nor
any other natural barriers. This area
outside the walls was cleared in order
to create a field of fire for shooting,
and became Red Square.

Machu Picchu
Historians believe Machu Picchu was
built in the 15th and 16th centuries by Inca
Epmrie. It was abandoned an estimated 100
years after its construction, probably
around the time the Spanish began their
conquest of the mighty pre-Columbian
civilization in the 1530s. There is no
evidence that the conquistadors ever
attacked or even reached the
mountaintop , however; for this reason,
some have suggested that the residents’
desertion occurred because of a
smallpox epidemic.

Quiz
1-recognisable:
2-refer to:
3-decide:
4-construct:
5-marble:
6-famous:
7-brick:
8-abandoned:
9-pavement:
10-conquest:

11-decision:
12-impressive:
13-architecture:
14-vulnerable:
15-smallpox epidemic:
16-occurr:
17-suggest:
18-resident:
19-reach:
20-river:
You accomplished the third mission! 5 stars!
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Mission
4

12345678910-

Arctic Animals

Look at the animals in the mind map then
write their Turkish equivalent.

Hot Climate Animals
12345678910-

Sea Animals
12345678910-

You accomplished the fourth mission! 4 stars!
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Mission
5

Click on the NASA logo and read the text.
Then answer the questions.

What is the right ascension of NASA?
-........................................................................................................................ .
What does NASA do?
-........................................................................................................................................................................................................................ .
Would you like to be a member of NASA? (as an astronaut etc.)
-...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .
-Write the Turkish equivalent of the words below
stands for:
science:
scientists :
explore:

in charge of:
satellites:
probes:
travel:

You accomplished the fifth mission! 5 stars!
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Mission
6

There is a comic below. Introduce
the jobs that you would like to do in
the future.

I will be ....................... .
This job is .....................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
........................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................... .

I will be .............................. .
This job is .................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................... .

explore:
planet:
reporter:
interview:
power:
medal:
climate:
arctic:

QUIZ

engineer:
medicine:
lecture:
pilot:
musician:
violin:
runner:
ice-skater:

You accomplished the sixth mission! 3 stars!
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Mission
7

Click on the eye symbol and skim the toon.
Then introduce two touristic places
briefly. Then answer the questions.

I will introduce ................................................................................ :
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................... .

I will introduce ................................................................................ :
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................. .

Questions
Q-1) Why did you introduce these two places?
-..................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................. .
If you have a chance, where would you like to go?
-...............................................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................................................................. .

You accomplished the seventh mission! 3 stars!
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Mission
8

Look at the picture below and put the
words in correct form. Then try to guess
which animal described there.

1animal fast It most the is
...........................................................................................................................................
2four-leg is animal It a
.............................................................................................................................................
3like is cat It look
.............................................................................................................................................
4on has yellow black It dots skin
.............................................................................................................................................
5doesn't wings It have
...............................................................................................................................................
6- The animal is ................................................................................... .

You accomplished the eighth mission! 3 stars!
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Mission
9

Click on the cookie symbol and listen
the man who is speaking.
Guess the countries' capitals.

Hello! My name is Takuya. I am from Japan.
Today I want you to guess contries capital cities.
Okay let's start!
What is the capital city of Japan?
It is Tokio.
Second, What is the capital of China?
Any answer?
It is Beijing.
What is the capital city of Finland?
It is Helsinki.
Last question, What is the capital of Peru?
It is Lima.
Well done. You can search other capital cities
yourself. See you next time!

South Korea:............................................
Egypt:..................................................................
Germany:.......................................................
Spain:....................................................................
Russia:................................................................

Canada:...............................................................
India:.........................................................................
Kenya:...................................................................
South Africa:..........................................
Mexico:...............................................................

You accomplished the ninth mission! 3 stars!
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Mission
10

Clik on the cat symbol. Then watch and write down the
phrasal verbs in the video.

1-................................................................................................................
2-.............................................................................................................
3-.............................................................................................................

Click on the little bunny and read the story. Then write down the adjectives in
the book.

1-...............................................
2-............................................
3-............................................
4-...........................................
5-...........................................

6-..........................................
7-..........................................
8-..........................................
9-..........................................
10-.........................................

You accomplished the tenth mission! 5 stars!
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Mission
11

Click on the spider symbol then aswer the
following questions.

1-Where is the Iceland's capital city?
-.........................................................................................................................................
2-How can you go to Iceland from Turkey?
-..........................................................................................................................................
3-How long does it take to go to Iceland?
-..........................................................................................................................................
4-How far is Iceland from Turkey?
-............................................................................................................................................
5-Where can you visit in Iceland?
-.............................................................................................................................................

You accomplished the eleventh mission! 3 stars!
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Mission
12

Read the text and answer the questions.

Don't Go To Zoos
There are a lot of zoos all around the world, but are they
really lovable? No. There you can see different kinds of animals
but they are not living their actual climate. This hurts and damage
them. There is not enough space to stay. Their wild life is much
more big then their cages. Think yourself in a cage like that. That
would be disaster. They are captivated in zoos they are mentally
broke. They should not live in such environments. Zoos are not
peaceful places and every animal has the right to stay their actual
environment. Love animal but from far away.

Write the Turkish equivalent of the words.
1-lovable:..............................................
2-climate:...........................................
3-damage:..........................................
4-hurt:...................................................
5-actual:..............................................

6-stay:..............................................
7-wild:.................................................
8-cage:.............................................
9-space:..........................................
10-disaster:..................................

What do you think about zoos?
-.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .
You accomplished the twelfth mission! 3 stars!
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Mission
13

Match the words with visuals.

..........1-carpet

..........2-table

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

..........3-cup

..........4-bookshelf

..........5-fridge

...........6-chair

..........7-sofa

..........8-bed

i.

j.

..........9-coat hanger

..........10-key

You accomplished the thirteenth mission! 3 stars!
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QUIZ
Q-1
Can I borrow your ………… .
a) cinema
b) swim
c) bed
d) pencil
Q-2
How do you feel when your mother buy you a beautiful present?
a) angry
b) sad
c) happy
d) sleepy
Q-3
Which book would you use to find a map of Africa?
a) dictionary
b) atlas
c) recipe book
d) phone book
Q-4
When you go to a zoo what can you see there?
a) giraffe
b) wardrobe
c) pajamas
d) glasses
Q-5
Find out the animal which is explained below.
It has four legs and one tail. It is a kind of pet. It likes to play games and drink milk.
a) lion
b) duck
c) cat
d) cow
Q-6
What is the thing you can’t eat/drink at breakfast?
a) egg
b) milk
c)honey
d) patato chips
Q-7
Which color doesn’t exist in the rainbow?
a) red
b) grey
c) yellow
d) green
Q-8
Which of the following is not a sport?
a) ice-skate
b) baseball
c) watching construction
d) ice hockey
Q-9
Who is not a family member ?
a) uncle
b) aunt
c) grandpa
d) computer
Q-10
Jack is going ……….. school.
a) to
b) too
c) two
d) none of them
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QUIZ-2
1- What is the thing that you wear before you put on your shoes?
a) Socks
b) Skirt
c) Trousers
d) TShirt
2-The place where I study my lessons, I learn something from my teacher is school.
a)true
b)false
3- What is your favorite subject?
-..................................................................................................................................
4- After the rain, I see ......................................., It has 7 different colors and it is beautiful.
5- Match each letter with the correct answer.
...............A. planet
...............B. hammer
................C. painkiller
................D. newspaper

1.medicine
2.astronaut
3.journalist
4.newspaper

6- The quizes are at my level, I can solve them easily.
a)agree
b)no idea
c)disagree
7- The things I learnt in this book can be useful in my real life.
a)agree
b)no idea
c)disagree
8- I think I can learn English with these activities easily.
a)agree
b)no idea
c)diasgree
9- This book is not useful for me.
a)agree
b)no idea
c)diasgree
10- This book meets my expectations.
a)agree
b)no idea
c)diasgree
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Do you like English?
a)yes
b)no
Do you think that your vocabulary knowledge is sufficient?
a)yes
b)no
Do you think that your L2 class is productive?
a)yes
b)no
Can you use the vocabularies you learned in daily language?
a)yes
b)no
Which vocabulary type is harder to learn?
a)noun
b)verb
c)phrasal verb
d)adjective
e)adverb
Taking vocabulary quiz weekly develops my knowledge.
a)agree
b)disagree
Our teacher help us to learn new vocabularies and we can better understand when
she help us.
a)agree
b)disagree
Using songs are better for our vocabulary knowledge.
a)agree
b)disagree
I will continue to learn in the way that out teacher told us to because it is the way to
learn.
a)agree
b)disagree
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